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Vacation 101: A loose guide to 
conscious traveling
The Content The Intention

This is a starter kit to help you navigate 
easily your next vacation. Planning a 
vacation can often add stress to your 
daily life. Ironically stress is the reason 
you want to go on vacation in the first 
place. So let's make vacation planning 
a fun thing on your agenda, exploring 
your self, needs and what mother earth 
has to offer to you. In addition you'll find 
tips on how to make your practice stick 
on vacation and what and how to pack.

Travel Destination

1. Journal prompts to find out what you're looking for on this vacation.

Grab your journal or open the notes app on your phone to answer the following 
questions and prompts:

My biggest wish for my vacation is...

I want to spend it with...

For me the hotel/apartment needs to have... in order to feel comfortable.

After my vacation I want to feel...

My priority is...

These are things that make me happy...

2. Astrogeography - The Feng Shui For Traveling - to discover the perfect 
place for you.

Travel Destination
Luggage
Upon arrival
Your practice - away from home
Returning home
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The first time I heard about Astrogeography was from Maria Christina Gabriel. I 
immediately booked a reading with Luisa Carla Hartmann. It was only after I 
returned from my semester abroad in NYC. When Luisa told me that I had my 
sun line in NYC, it became crystal clear, why I felt so happy and self-confident in 
my time there. I never really used my chart after that only when I discovered 
Dara Dubinet, the topic came back into my life.

You want to know your special places? Then go to astro.com, under "AstroClick 
Travel" you'll be able to generate your personal chart. Every line has a different 
meaning. And every place a different energy in store for you. 

If you'd like to learn more about this topic, I can highly recommend Dara 
Dubinet's online course Intro to Astrogeography.

It's also a great tool to figure out where you should move if you're thinking of 
relocating. 

3. You got the location? Now let's find you your dream accommodation!

What to do if you don't have the budget to have an agency plan your whole 
vacation? 

I personally have a database with hotels, restaurants and places. Originally 
saved on Instagram or as a screenshot in my camera roll. But I got so annoyed 
with the non-existing structure that over time my inner organization freak made 
me turn it into a database within Notion (my favorite tool ever btw). So whenever 
I'm planning a vacation I have a look there first. And I can only recommend to 
save your favorite places all year long - this will make the search so much 
easier. 

My second impulse is to ask friends for their favorite places. Important here is to 
really ask what they liked about it and what they didn't. Other peoples 
experience doesn't necessary have to be yours. When I found a place I like, I 
really try to dig deep and get a better understanding what the place really looks 
like. Is there a busy street next to it that you can't see on the pictures? Is it only 
"instagrammable" or is the quality of the food etc. also really good? 

Here are some websites and Instagram accounts I like to follow for inspiration:

Design Hotels

Smart Travelling

AllCall

https://www.instagram.com/mariachristinagabriel/
https://www.instagram.com/luisacarla.hartmann/
https://www.instagram.com/daradubinet/
http://astro.com/
https://daradubinet.com/lifetools/intro-to-astrogeography
https://www.notion.so/
https://www.designhotels.com/
https://www.smart-travelling.net/
https://www.allcalltravel.com/
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Luggage

1. Pack less. You don't want any additional emotional luggage on your 
vacation or in your life in general🙃

I pack in feel good outfits that give me enough flexibility to wear the single items 
in other combinations as planned. Then I roll all of them so they fit into my hand 
luggage. Here Marie Kondo shows you how to roll and pack.

I always try to not have to check in any luggage. If I've to pack for longer than 
one week I carry my shoes in my handbag as a second hand luggage item. 
Please keep in mind not every airline allows this or is easy going about the size 
of the "handbag". Until now I was very lucky with this method though.

And my skincare products (all travel sizes of course or multi-use products) go 
directly into my boyfriend's luggage. No magic needed, but for sure a good 
negotiation technique. Often times my boyfriend will book himself an extra 
luggage because he's definitely not like me when it comes to packing. So I know 
there's always enough space for my liquids.

What I always regret to pack is sportswear. At least in summertime because then 
I just do the workouts in my swimwear.

2. Take everything you need for your daily practice with you.

Small portions of supplements (buy them in portioned bags if available like 
Four Sigmatic does for example)

A travel yoga mat if there's still room in your luggage. (My favorite: The 
model Voyager from Jade Yoga.)

Silk sleep pillow - if you're really picky with your skin or the other way 
around.

If you know the hotel won't have what you need nutrition-wise. And you also 
know it will be hard to find your favorite healthy snacks etc. on site, arrive 
prepared. Simply bring them with you! Me for example I really regret not 
bringing a granola with me to Mallorca or these instant smoothie bowls.

Audio books or a kindle are great alternatives if you don't want to pack all of 
your books.

3. Things I like to forget almost always. Maybe you too. Here's what I like to 
tell myself in that case:

Nail oil (Just use your face oil)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tL9uKMGg3jU
https://www.biomazing.eu/brands/four-sigmatic/
https://www.jadeyoga.eu/jade-yoga-matten/voyager-1.6mm/jade-voyager-matte-1-16-68-1-6mm-173cm/
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Cuticle remover (Spoil yourself and book that manicure in the hotel spa)

Portable charger (Use your vacation for a digital detox)

Pyjamas (Sleeping naked is proven to be healthier anyways)

4. Other handy things when it comes to traveling:

Phone necklace (What did we do before 2017?)

Small bags to categorize your small things in order to find them easier (Life 
changing)

Favorite tea (It's a feel good guarantee for me)

Upon arrival

1. Energetically clean the hotel room/ apartment. 

Open the windows

Burn incense (I love these HIBI Japanese Incense Matches for traveling)

Take down pictures or paintings that are disturbing to you.

2. Unpack and set up the room the way you'd like it.

Lay out everything that you need for your daily practice. Or set up a little 
beauty corner. Whatever it is you need to feel at home. I myself like to utilize 
the bathroom tablet where they have the soap etc. on to display my jewelry 
nicely.

3. Enjoy beauty treatments. The last week before your vacation is stressful 
enough, so you don't need to go get that mani and pedi, that spray tan, brow 
lifting at home. Just do it there or at least some of it.

Your practice - away from home

1. You start your day at home with hot lemon water, then why should you stop 
now? Every morning on my vacation I asked for a lemon. Sometimes I got a 
whole lemon, sometimes half a lemon, sometimes lemon slices, sometimes a 
lime, sometimes nothing. Yes I was annoyed of myself to annoy (how ironic) the 
waiter or waitress every morning with my request but it wasn't up for discussion. 
Ask yourself: What are your non-negotionables?

2. Have your go-to apps ready. Mine are currently Melissa Wood Health and 
Superhuman (previously Mimi Method). Melissa's trainings can be done 

https://www.trouva.com/products/hibi-japanese-incense-matches?country=ESP&currency=EUR&gclid=CjwKCAjwsNiIBhBdEiwAJK4khp2p_TYPLXUKS2TS4YFAijCQjWF1VZzuLS4ZPJB8L4ncQUZ7rG-4jBoCgMgQAvD_BwE
https://melissawoodhealth.com/
https://www.superhuman.app/
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anywhere and are super short. There are also water workouts. And Mimi 
Bouchard offers walking and chilling meditations in her app that I love.

3. You feel like you need some extra love? Look for holistic practitioners nearby 
and book an appointment instead of a regular massage or even better in addition 
to that massage. For me on vacations there's literally every time an emotional 
trauma coming up that wants to be resolved. I mean I get it, because all of a 
sudden there's time. If you're afraid to open up to someone new, I know I can 
always book a online session with my practitioners. At least for everything 
that's not body-related.

4. Try out things you always wanted to. For weeks I had a Vibrate Higher Daily 
class on top of my wishlist - now was the perfect time to go for it. When we're 
away from our every day stress we open up the capacity to learn new things. 
And even establish new habits.

5. Make the time and be upfront about it with your travel crowd. Being on 
vacation with your partner, family or friends doesn't mean you can't find the time 
for yourself. You don't need to justify what you want to do on YOUR vacation. 
Wake up earlier, return to the hotel room earlier from the beach, simply close the 
door behind you or go for a walk. Everyone will understand and be thankful to 
also get some time for themselves.

Returning home

Questions to reflect on your journey and find deeper answers:

What did you like the most and why?

What would you like to do more or little of the next time?

What did you miss?

What are your learnings in terms of planning the next vacation?

About do you

do you is a constant evolving place by 
Marlene Weihrauch featuring resources 
that support you being you - inside out. 
Making conversations with yourself a 
priority and initiating the good kind of 

Editor's note

I hope this guide finds you well and 
starts a reflection process on what you 
really need and want in your life. I wrote 
it from personal experiences. And am 
looking forward to add thoughts and 

https://www.vibratehigherdaily.com/
https://www.instagram.com/doyou_de/
https://www.instagram.com/marleneweihrauch/
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self-centered actions by bringing 
together inner and outer 
communication.

A safe space for the things you like, 
want to learn about and incorporate into 
your daily practice.

Highlighting stories and products along 
information and inspiration for an 
aligned life full of things that bring you 
joy.

Offering 1:1 sessions, starter kits, a 
newsletter and library covering topics 
across wellbeing, self-expression and 
living.

learnings to it over the years. At the 
same time it's your chance to complete 
it yourself. Listen closely how you can 
support yourself. Every day. You 
deserve it!

All material in this document may not be 
reproduced, transmitted, or distributed 
in any form. ©2021 do you, All Rights 
Reserved.


